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“Tas Cru has Broke Down and 
Busted Up any preconceived 

notions of who he is as an artist 
with this marvelous new release.”

~ Blues Music Magazine

BROKE DOWN 
BUSTED UP

Tas Cru

featuring
Anne Harris
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Chris "BadNews" Barnes and 
Grammy Award-winning producer, 
Tom Hambridge, have teamed up 

for Barnes’ first ever original blues album, 
BADNEWS RISING. This is Barnes’ 
third release with Vizztone Records. All 
ten original offerings written by Barnes & 
Hambridge were recorded at Nashville’s 
Sound Stage Studio with top studio musicians, 
Kevin McKendree (Delbert McClinton, 
Anson Funderburgh) on Piano/B3, Tommy 
MacDonald (Buddy Guy, Johnny Winter) 
playing Bass. Pat Buchanan (Cameo, Hall 
& Oates) on Guitar/Harmonica and Tom 
Hambridge (Buddy Guy, Susan Tedeschi, 
Roy Buchanan) behind the console and 
drum kit as both producer and drummer. 
BADNEWS RISING delivers the same stock 
and trade ironic, salacious Hokum Blues 
lyrics that Barnes is known for.
 Barnes, a former Seinfeld, Curb 
Your Enthusiasm, 30 Rock & Carol Burnett 
television show performer and writer, has 
made his mark in the blues community being 
hailed as The King of Hokum Blues by 
Elmore Magazine. His first Vizztone Release; 
Hokum Blues was an homage to The Hokum 
Boys, i.e .Tampa Red & Georgia Tom, a 
number one Chart Topper recruiting fellow 
New York City musicians Will Lee (David 
Letterman), Jimmy Vivino (Conan O’Brien), 
Shawn Pelton (Saturday Night Live Band), 
Bete Sussman (Bette Midler), and Harmonica 
virtuoso Steve Guyger (Jimmy Rogers).  
 His second Vizztone release LIVE, 
was recorded aboard the Legendary Rhythm 
and Blues Cruise. Tony Braunagel produced 
the album which received two Independent 
Blues Award nominations: Best Live CD 
and Best Blues Band. LIVE hit number eight 
on Billboard and number five on Amazon. 
Keeping the Blues Alive Award Winning

Radio Broadcaster, Vincente’ Zummel, 
writes: “BADNEWS Barnes is in Blues 
what Frank Zappa was in 70’s underground 
sound. Great.”

Blues Music Online: When did you first 
discover the blues?

Chris Barnes: My first real introduction 
was in NYC, 1977 at clubs like Dan Lynch’s 
Blues Bar, Tramps, and The Bitter End. I was 
17 years old and The Bitter End had Sony 
Terry & Brownie McGhee, Mose Allison, 
and Tramps had all the Alligator Record acts 
like Koko Taylor, Pinetop Perkins, Willie 
“Big Eyes” Smith, Lightnin’ Hopkins, Otis 
Clay, and Eddie Shaw. I was doing a stand-
up routine with a little three-piece band, and 
I played a little harp for a Make A Blues 
Song Improvisation routine I would do. I’d 
take a woman’s first name and a household 
appliance and make up a song around that. 
The headliner band would take the stage, 
sometimes joining in, and then I would 
introduce the headliner a la Koko Taylor.

Blues Music Online: Who were the first 
blues artists you were listening to?

Chris Barnes: So these acts I was hearing in 
NYC were my first blues influences. I went 
and bought those records, like Mose Allison 
had a record called Mojo Triangle that was 
homage to Sonny Boy Williamson, Willie 
Dixon, and Jimmy Rogers. That was a great 
education into the blues. As well as all the 
Alligator Records that were amazing. But 
more so than the artist, it became the songs 
that stuck with me. For me, hearing Koko 
Taylor singing Willie Dixon’s “Spoonful” 
was a life altering experience. It was  By Art Tipaldi

CHRIS BARNES
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mesmerizing, I never been the same since, it taught me to go deep artistically.

Blues Music Online: How did your acting/writing career and associates influence your 
musical career?

Chris Barnes: I always liked the bands that had a comedic theatric to them, The Monkees, 
Dr. Hook and The Medicine Show, Commander Cody and His Lost Planet Airmen, Frank 
Zappa and The Mothers of Invention, Root Boy Slim and The Sex Change Band, Kinky 
Friedman and The Texas Jew Boys. Then came the Blues Brothers and BOOM, now it 
switched, now instead of the band being comedic, we had comedians being the band and 
that’s very different, that has laws of comedia that must be observed and that was exactly 
what I was looking for. 
  The Blues Brothers, John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd were both Second City Theatre 
main stage actors, so they are shamans of the rules of parody and satire. They both respect 
and have mastered the performance laws of these styles. Steven Hayden of  A.V Club, 
once wrote a great piece about The Blues Brothers’ Briefcase Full Of Blues album, and the 
success and attention these entertainers, who are true blues music lovers and collectors, 
brought to the Blues world. He also pointed out that this was NOT a comedy routine, 
yet their singing “Hey Bartender” was uniquely satiric and entertaining on a whole other 
level. 
  I will submit that is because the comedic actors are applying the laws of parody and 
satire with so much theatric honesty that the comic pretense is almost non-existent
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and that is why Briefcase Full Of Blues (and BadNews Rising) is a straight up, no bullshit, 
credible soul/blues rock album. Also, they know the front man must surround himself 
with the best musicians possible because you need that level of musicianship to mirror 
the genuine showmanship demanded to make each song and performance work. At that 
point, the irony has been removed because that’s what happens when overly trained, 
improvisational comedic actors take to the stage as a blues act.

Blues Music Online: What was it about the blues that spoke to you?

Chris Barnes: It’s the irony of the pain juxtaposed to the humor of the confession, and 
the honesty demanded by both.

Blues Music Online: When did you first pick up your instrument and what instruments 
do you play?

Chris Barnes: I had a harmonica in the housing project I grew up in, and it grabbed 
everyone’s attention, I still haven’t mastered it, but one night at Tramps, Willie “Big 
Eyes” Smith was showing me something on it, and I was frustrated. 
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He said, “Just blow in and out honestly from your soul.” And that is what I do.

Blues Music Online: Can you explain your learning process? Records, lessons, jams,

Chris Barnes: My learning process is research and observe the best, juxtaposed with 
mounting it onstage as soon as possible, they will all tell you to wait till your ready to 
get onstage, bad advice. Get up and fail, then get up again and make more mistakes and 
do not give one shit what anybody thinks of you, it’s none of your business what anyone 
thinks of you. You are on a Mission from God, you grow on stage, you’re just doing the 
legwork. It takes ten years of stage time to arrive as a legit artist, no matter what craft or 
art.

Blues Music Online: Who were some of the mentors you have been able to play with?

Chris Barnes: Sugar Blue lived in Chicago when I was onstage at Second City he used 
to come and get up during our improvisational sets, and we would do Make a Blues Song 
and that was insane fun. Anson Funderburgh, he’s a big deal to me. Back in the day at Dan 
Lynch’s Blues Bar, The 24th Street Band was Will Lee, Hiram Bullock, and Steve Jordan,
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and they were THEEE band. I was ga ga over them. Will Lee produced and played on my 
first VizzTone release, Hokum Blues, and that drummer (Jordan) is filling in for the late 
Charlie Watts on some arena stage looking at the backs of Mick and Keith. I just did a hit 
at Terra Blues with Clarence Spady, Vanessa Collier, and Solomon Hicks. They all got 
onstage with me. Blue Lou Marini plays sax with me often, and of course Steve Guyger is 
my harp mentor. He did the Legendary Rhythm and Blues Cruise with as well as Hokum 
Blues Album and my live album.

Blues Music Online: What are some of the most important musical lessons about the 
blues these mentors taught you?

Chris Barnes: One night at Bob Corritore’s Rhythm Room in Phoenix, AZ, I opened The 
Hart Fund Annual benefit doing a set with the Bad News band out of Tucson and then 
went onto emcee the evening. When Kim Wilson finished his amazing set, I introduced 
Sugaray Rayford to the packed house and went out back to talk with Kim. He did a killer 
set, and he was winded. I shared with him how powerful his set was, and he stopped and 
looked me in the eyes and said, “Chris, I have no more time for subtle.” That hit me hard. 
And I live that lesson every night!
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“Roger Chapman has 
one of the great voices 
in rock & roll.”

All Music

ROGER CHAPMAN
LIFE IN THE POND
RUF 1287

THORBJORN RISAGER
& THE BLACK TORNADO

BEST OF
2CD - RUF 1292 

2VINYL - GATEFOLDER - RUF 2075

The very best of 
the first two decades. 
All Killers, no Fillers 

and the same old lies!
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Blues Music Online: How do you keep the traditional elements of the blues alive in your 
contemporary songs?

Chris Barnes:  I refer to Buddy Guy here who says: “They wanted pure blues, when 
there aint’t such a thing. Blues always was a gumbo where you throw everything in the 
pot.

Blues Music Online: Your first studio album is produced by Grammy Award winning 
producer Tom Hambridge who shares some co-writing credits. How did this come about 
and tell us about your experience? 

Chris Barnes: My first “original” studio recording, During the start of the Pandemic, I 
told my gal, “Baby, I gotta write an album and now is the time.” When I write, sleeping 
hours change, drastically, so she gave her blessings and I started writing. At the same time, 
I was recording a “Can’t Stop The Blues” zoom concert and when I was in conversation 
with them about how to send etc, Judy Elias asked me what I was doing creatively during 
lockdown. I said I was writing original songs for a new album, and she asked who was 
producing. I said I’m trying to contact Reverend Shawn Amos, I really dig his sonic, 



as well as Billy Gibbons. 
  Then she said, “Have you thought about Tom Hambridge?” I said, “You’re like the 
third person who has suggested Tom.” I did not know him and she said, “I’ll put you both 
on an email of introduction,” which she did. And in September of 2020, Tom responded and 
suggested a zoom call. We explained to each other our processes, goals, and expectations, 
and they kinda matched up real nice. So we agreed to make an album and for the next seven 
months, starting on Oct 1st till April 1st, I wrote four hours a day or night, 11 pm to 3 am 
every night, and Tom and I had a few zoom meetings updating progress and discussing a 
time line for recording in Nashville. 

Blues Music Online: Several of the songs share co-writing credits. Tell us about these 
experiences and how they came about?

Chris Barnes: It was Covid so it was a little tough. I sent him the lyrics for ten songs, the 
ten songs we recorded, with some musical feels. In Hollywood, you pitch T.V. shows and 
movies using what’s known as an elevator pitch. You have four floors to pitch your concept 
and when the doors open it ends, so it’s a common technique to juxtapose two pieces of work 
like. “It’s Mission Impossible meets On Golden Pond” or Seinfeld meets Shitts Creek. 

Vinyl/CD/Digital Available Oct. 22

ON TOUR
October  15 - Antone’s Austin, TX

16 - Mercer Dancehall Driftwood, TX
21 - Dan’s Silver Leaf Denton, TX
22 - Rockefellers Houston, TX
23 - Poor David’s Pub Dallas, TX
25 - SPACE Evanston, IL
26 - Shank Hall Milwaukee, WI
28 - Sportsmen’s Tavern Buffalo, NY
29 - The Hangar Troy, NY
30 - The Falcon Malboro, NY
31 - The Met Pawtucket, RI

November  1 - City Winery Boston,, MA
2 - Cafe Nine New Haven, CT
3 - Iridium New York, NY
5 - The Living Room Philadelphia, PA
6 - Thunderbird Cafe/Music Hall Pittsburgh, PA
7 - Grandview/Natalie’s Columbus , OH

December 1 - The Mercury Lounge Tulsa, OK
 3 - Off Broadway St. Louis, MO

4 - Zoo Bar Lincoln , NB
7 - Coda Concert House Joplin, MO
8 - Turf Club St. Paul, MN

C O L I N J A M E S
O P E N R O A D

ON TOUR IN NOVEMBER
 5 - Chilliwack Cultural Centre, Chilliwack, BC
 6 - Clarke Theatre, Mission, BC
 8 - Qualicum Beach Civic Centre, Qualicum, BC
 9 - Tidemark Theatre, Campbell River, BC
 10 - Evergreen Theatre, Powell River, BC
 13 - Cleland Theatre, Penticton, BC
 14 - Vernon Performing Arts Centre, Vernon, BC
 15 - Key City Theatre, Cranbrook, BC
 17 - Festival Place, Sherwood Park, AB
 18 - Festival Place, Sherwood Park, AB
 20 - Vic Juba Comm. Theatre, Lloydminster, AB
 21 - Lougheed Theatre, Camrose, AB
 23 - Blues At The Bow, Bow Island, AB

CD/Digital 
November 5

LP February 18

stonyplainrecords.com

stonyplainrecords.com

ON TOUR IN NOVEMBER
 5 - Chilliwack Cultural Centre, Chilliwack, BC
 6 - Clarke Theatre, Mission, BC
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  So with Tom I was like, it’s 1954 
Parchman Farm Mississippi meets the 
Checkerboard on the Southside of Chicago, 
and Tom got it! I mean there’s only so much 
you can do via zoom. So I checked into 
the Thompson Hotel in Nashville on April 
5, 2021 and was in the studio the next day 
with Tom and Kevin McKendree, Tommy 
MacDonald, and Pat Buchannan.
  Tom’s got the charts already done, and 
he hands everyone their pages, and we start. 
Then Tom followed me into the vocals 
booth and said, “Let’s go over the lyrics real 
quick.” Here he was like Sergio Leone meets 
Frederico Fellini. He would say, “let’s look 
at line 6, and I’d say O.K. and he’d say. (I’m 
chuckling here) he’d say, “You sure you 
want to say that line like that?” And I’m like 
this guy is a director. He’s also a great story 
teller, he wants to make sure the audience 
is being taken on a story, so sometimes you 
have to be very specific.
   Carol Burnett was like that,  he reminded 
me of Carol Burnett. When I was on her 
show, we would be working on sketch, and 
Carol would always say, “You have to set up 

the scene or the audience will not be able 
to follow along and that will be the end of 
the scene” So Tom would suggest a line 

change here and there or at least another way to say that line to help with moving the story 
forward in the context of my voice as the person singing this story, this is good stuff and 
exactly the way we worked at Second City and on Life with Bonnie or Carol Burnett Show. 
It’s euphoric, transcendent, and even spiritual to follow the fear and create something like 
that in the moment and that is what Tom’s genius is.
  Well then there’s the music and that’s a whole nother sack of frankincense, gold, and 
myrrh. We knew immediately we were just scratching the surface, so next time I’m gonna 
get there earlier and we can start this process in person making the creative process even 
more organic building on each other’s artistry. That’s the Rush, the rest is The Show!

Blues Music Online: What’s next for Chris Barnes. 

Chris Barnes: Live performances of the new album. Then back to late nights writing, it’s 
what I’m here to do, write, record, and perform. -BMO
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FOUR TH ANNUAL

NOVEMBER 19-21, 2021

FEATURING ...

• VICTOR WAINWRIGHT 
& THE TRAIN

• KING SOLOMON 
HICKS TRIO 

• MR. SIPP

• ANA POPOVIC

• DAWN TYLER WATSON

• SLAM ALLEN

• MIKE ZITO

• DEB CALLAHAN BAND

• DAVE KEYES

• NORMAN TAYLOR

• CLARENCE SPADY 
& THE ELECTRIC CITY 
BAND

• BOBBY KYLE 
& THE ADMINISTERS

AND MORE!

hosted bypresented by

BERKS ARTS
I N S P I R E  |  E N G A G E  |  U N I T E

all concerts held at the
DoubleTree by Hilton Reading

Tickets on sale NOW! • www.readingbluesfest.com











CHRIS BERGSON
All I Got Left
2 Shirts Records

As a New Jersey-based radio DJ and writer, 
I’ve often wondered why these people from 

Brooklyn’s still-fertile roots music scene don’t 
collaborate more often with each other. All I 
Got Left is proof positive of what two powerful 
people on the New York blues scene can do 
when they work together. The album puts 
Bergson in Hugh Pool’s tube-based Excello 
Studios in Brooklyn. Some readers may know 
of Pool’s excellent work as one half of the blues-
rock duo, Mulebone. 

  Interestingly, unlike so many modern working bluesmen, Bergson found 
his real passion was blues after studying jazz guitar at the Manhattan College 
of Music. Raised in Somerville, MA, he had good, supportive parents who 
appreciated good songwriters like Bob Dylan, Leonard Cohen, and Joni 
Mitchell, so all that music in his house growing up had an impact on the young 
Bergson, who began playing guitar as a seven-year-old.
  Like Dave Fields, Dave Keyes, the Bennett Brothers, and Alexis P. Suter, 
Bergson has been a bright light on the New York City blues club scene for more 
than two decades now. [Good people like Levon Helm took an early interest 
in his career.] For a time, the live music scene was threatened by a booming 
economy in the early 2000s. It seemed so many blues clubs had moved to 
Brooklyn, as real estate prices spiraled out of control in Manhattan. [Thank 
God for Iridium in Midtown.]
  Songs on All I Got Left features just Bergson and his electric guitar and 
voice, all expertly recorded by Pool. The title track is particularly moving. 
While this album doesn’t showcase Bergson’s songwriting prowess as much 
as some of his earlier releases do, he closes with artfully rendered takes on 
Chuck Berry’s “Back To Memphis” and Bob Dylan’s “Blind Willie McTell.” This 
album is a fine effort from start to finish and will inspire people in other parts of 
the world to seek out his earlier albums where he’s accompanied by various 
expert backing bands, like his recent live album with Ellis Hooks, recorded in 
France, Live In Normandy. 
– Richard J. Skelly

A L B U M  R E V I E W
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“Little Black Flies represents a passing 
of the baton to a bandleader that many 
credit for reinvigorating the South’s 
proud roots scene.“
 
American Blues Scene

EDDIE 9V
LITTLE BLACK FLIES
RUF 1288

BLUES CARAVAN 2020
Jeremiah Johnson, Whitney Shay

& Ryan Perry
RUF 1286

“Every Blues Caravan tour has a fresh vibe, a 
dizzying chemistry and plenty of sparks. With ex-
citing blues artists like Jeremiah Johnson, Ryan 
Perry, and Whitney Shay, you’ve got a trio of big 

talent poised to blast the roof off every single 
venue they perform in.” – Rock & Blues Muse 

+++ NEWS +++ NEWS +++ NEWS +++ NEWS +++

Tourdates:
July 10th: North Atlantic Blues Festival, Rockland, ME

August 15th: Heritage MusicBlues Fest, Wheeling, WV

August 21: White Mountain Boogie Festival, Thornton, NH

October 24-31: Legendary Rhythm & Blues Cruise, Fort Lauderdale, FL



MALCOLM WELLS & THE TWO-TIMERS
Hollerin’ Out Loud!
Self-release

When people in other parts of the country 
think of Iowa, they often think about big 

agriculture, massive fields of corn, silos, and 
cattle and beef processing facilities. And some 
in the organic farming camp think of a broken 
industrial food system in places like Iowa and 
Nebraska. 
  From my limited travels to places like Pocono 
mountains blues festivals, I know that Iowa 
still has a vibrant blues festival scene. After all, 

people got to let their hair down after working so hard on the farm [or in some 
agribusiness] all day, so thank God for good people like Des Moines-based 
singer-songwriter-harmonica player-bandleader Malcolm Wells. He and his 
band the Two-Timers help to maintain that vibrancy. 
  Hollerin’ Out Loud showcases 11 of Wells’ original songs and arrangements 
on this well-recorded affair. He formed the Two-Timers in 2009 and this is their 
debut release. Drummer Dwight Dario, bassist Patrick Recob, and guitarist 
Matt Woods accompany him. It’s clear from this recording they’ve honed their 
chops in countless little blues clubs and festivals around Iowa and other parts 
of the Midwest. 
  Songs like “Muffin Top,” “Night And Day,” “Gentlemen’s Bet,” and “Divorce 
Decree” take blues songwriting into fresh, fertile new fields. “Six Feet Apart” 
is a topical number that radio DJ’s can latch onto. Previously, Wells led a 
band called the Soul Searchers for nearly two decades. His mastery of modern 
blues – singing and harmonica playing – is amply demonstrated on Hollerin’ 
Out Loud. It’s a recording worthy of multiple album release parties in different 
parts of the Midwest, Canada, and the Lower 48. With any luck, dozens of 
good bands like this one can get back on the road soon, spreading the blues 
gospel in their RV’s, tour buses and vans. 
– Richard J. Skelly

A L B U M  R E V I E W
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SOULFUL FEMME
It Is Well With My Soul
Self-release

It Is Well With My Soul is the album debut for 
the Pittsburgh based duo of guitarist Cheryl 

Rinovato and vocalist Stevee Wellons, who 
previously released two singles (“Trouble” and 
“Judgment Day” which are included herein). 
Both are veteran performers with impressive 
resumes. They are accompanied on ten of the 
12 tracks by bass, drums, and keyboards by a 
variety of Western Pennsylvania musicians.
  Blues, funk, jazz, and soul equally influence 

soulful Femme’s eclectic music; a touch of gospel begins and closes the album 
with truncated versions of the title track, which dates back to the nineteenth 
century. The only non-Rinovato original is vocalist Mark Byars’ pleading ballad 
about remembrance “Ribbon,” on which he duets with Wellons.
  The blues are well represented with the finger-poppin’ shuffle “Trouble,” 
the somber “Judgment Day” seasoned with Greg McIltrot’s plaintive harmonica, 
and the album’s longest track at 6:40 “Dead Man Blues” with guest Bernard 
Allison contributing ferocious slide guitar; Luther Allison is name checked in 
the spoken intro as Wellons wonders if he ever played on Beale Street. “Born 
To Blues,” “Bitter Taste,” and “Right This Wrong” are soul-blues evocative of 
the Malaco sound. “Set Me Free” is James Brown-styled funk propelled by 
Rinovato’s scratchy chords and Brian Edwards’ fatback drumming. “Fearless 
One,” a jazz-pop amalgam, “was inspired by and is dedicated to all those 
in the autism spectrum” according to the liner notes. “Under 40” is a difficult 
tune to categorize. It explodes with some rock bombast in parts and features 
Joanna Connors’ side-piercing, other worldly slide guitar pyrotechnics. Wellons’ 
impassioned vocals about life’s uncertainties are imbued with a desperate 
pondering about what was and what may be. Rinovato is an award-winning 
guitarist whose clear, crisp, always tasteful guitar style owes as much to jazz 
as it does to blues. An auspicious, intriguing debut by a dynamic duo for those 
fans with big ears.
– Thomas J. Cullen III
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OCT. 29TH
Featuring: 

"My American Heart," 
"Wrecking Ball" and Seattle 
Blues Legend Lady A on the 

gospel instant classic 
"A Healing Inside."

BELOVED NEW ORLEANS FOLK ROCK DIVA

""Like listening to light.""
- Mandy Patinkin

LILLI LEWIS'
AMERICANA

LILLI LEWIS'

New Single Like Sheep
September 2020 Release 

Coming October  2020

”Though certainly aware of how Hendrix  
burned the midnight lamp,  

Jones is his own man.”  
— Frank-John-Hadley, Downbeat Magazine

IBC 2004 Winner in Memphis 
as part of Zac Harmon Band 
 
3 years as lead guitarist with  
Brian O’Neal and The Busboys  
(Boys are Back in Town)

Booking/tour info and more at dennisjonescentral.com 

Dennis Jones’ 7th Original Album

Soft Hard & Loud



PAT SMILLIE
Last Chance
Fat Bank Music

While Motown may be the sound most 
people think of as the Detroit sound, 

most of the music coming from the Motor City 
has been much edgier from Mitch Ryder to 
Thornetta Davis, from The MC 5 to Bob Seger. 
Smillie’s eight tracks cover a lot of influences 
here, but guest guitarist Jim McCarty of both 
Mitch Ryder’s Detroit Wheels and Cactus, 
another hard driving Detroit rock band from the 
1970s, underlines the steel bumper thumper 

origins of Smillie’s basic sound.
  “Broke Down Chevy #2,” featuring a 75-year-old McCarty, comes off like 
a ZZ Top 45 spinning at 33-1/3 rpm. It’s primordial heavy metal to be filed 
between your favorite Vanilla Fudge and Cactus, if you’re old enough to own 
their work.
  Smillie crafts some interesting plays on words like “She’s got my heart 
in a headlock” and “Tonight’s your last chance to fall back in love with me.” 
On eight songs, he covers a lot of ground stylistically. “Heart In A Headlock” 
is ‘70s soul. “Something On My Heart” is Motown taken as twisted tea. “Nae 
Nae” is more Wilson Picket at Muscle Shoals than Detroit R&B. “All The Way 
In My Corner” is the best cut in that he disappears into the vocals channeling 
his baby’s love.
  On “Last Chance” he sings “when we wake up tomorrow, I’m gonna set 
you free. Tonight’s your last chance to fall back in love with me.” Motor City 
Josh does a Lowell George/Little Feat run-on slide guitar. On the straight-
ahead rocker “Drinkin’ & Druggin’” Smillie sounds like he still is.
  There are a lot of musicians on this album, but the mix is old school, not 
necessarily taking best advantage of the talent assembled. The very varied 
styles in play showcase a guy who has been around the block more than a few 
times, and if your definition of blues is broad, you may find this an interesting 
take on a Motor City sentinel. 
– Don Wilcock
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JOHNNY RAWLS
Best Of Johnny Rawls
Catfood Records

If you have no Johnny Rawls in your 
collection, this collection is a great 

place to start to get tuned in to this 
innovative singer-songwriter-guitarist-
bandleader. The late soul-blues singer 
Otis Clay is a guest on two tracks and 
to be sure, Clay had an influence on the 
young Johnny Rawls.
  High points include the strong opening 

numbers, “Red Cadillac” and “Memphis Still 
Got Soul.” Rawls is in fine voice throughout this well-mixed album, as it 
was recorded in several studios and compiled from his many releases 
on the Catfood label and put into this compilation. He includes a cover 
of the Temptations’ “What Becomes Of The Broken Hearted” and a 
good social message song, “Tiger In A Cage,” about the hard realities 
of inner-city joblessness and the need for some sweeping reforms in 
America’s prison system. Eighty percent of America’s prisoners do get 
released, so we may as well be reforming them rather than housing 
them like tigers in cages, yes? At what cost to taxpayers? 
  Great horn sections and great arrangements back Rawls on 
most tracks, and Clay’s vocal contributions on “Into Something” and 
his take on the Temptations’ “What Becomes Of The Broken Hearted” 
are welcome additions to this finely crafted album. Most of these 
tracks were produced by a veteran blues and blues-rock producer, 
Jim Gaines, in Memphis. 
– Richard J. Skelly
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TIFFANY POLLACK
Bayou Liberty
Nola Blue

A native of New Orleans, songstress Tiffany 
Pollack has been musically inclined since 

childhood and has been performing for almost 
15 years. She collaborated with her cousin, 
singer/guitarist Eric Johanson, on 2019’s Blues 
In My Blood, an album that introduced her to 
the wider blues world and won several awards. 
Bayou Liberty is her first solo album. It was 
recorded in Memphis and produced by award-
winning soul blues singer John Nemeth, who 
contributes his adapt harmonica playing on one 
track. Pollack plays ukulele and slide guitar and 
is supported by guitarist Brandon Brunious, 

saxophonist Christopher Johnson, drummer Ian Petillo, and bassist Stoo 
Odom, with some additional pedal steel by Eric Lewis.
  No slouch as a songwriter, Pollack has penned all 12 tracks of the set, 
which begins with “Spit On Your Grave,” a slow blues showcasing nice interplay 
between Nemeth and Brunious. The latter shines again on its successor track, 
“Colors,” with Johnson’s sax prodding the tune along, and the pace increases 
incrementally with the jazzy shuffle “Crawfish And Beer,” Pollack’s ukulele 
emerging in the mix. Farther on in the set are two 12-bar outings, “Devil And 
The Darkness” and “Sassy Bitch,” which hew closely to the blues tradition. 
The set’s penultimate song, “Livin’ For Me,” is built on the basic riff of the jazz/
blues classic “Work Song,” (composed by the late cornetist Nat Adderley and 
covered by such disparate performers as the Paul Butterfield Blues Band and 
Nina Simone). Both Brunious and Johnson ride that riff as Pollack parlays a 
zesty vocal. 
  Although Bayou Liberty is a blues album, three tracks: “Mountain,” 
“Hourglasses,” and “Baby Boys,” are definitely in the realm of pure country 
music. On those cuts Pollack deploys melisma, trills, and a wide vocal range 
more characteristic of the melodramatic country music genre. That tendency 
reaches its apex in the set’s last track, “Do It Yourself,” with all those vocal 
maneuvers and some rap-like stanzas as well. It sounds as if Pollack is 
attempting to hit every note on the chromatic musical scale. Each listener will 
need to decide if the result is powerfully moving or overly histrionic.
– Dan Stevens
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VARIOUS ARTISTS
Party For Joey: A Sweet Relief Tribute To Joey Spampinato

True North Records

NRBQ – that is, the New Rhythm and Blues 
Quartet, but known to fans as The Q – has 

been around since the days of Lyndon Johnson. 
The band began in Louisville and signed 
with Columbia Records with no less than Ed 
Kramer (Jimi Hendrix’s favorite) engineering 
the recording. That first album didn’t sell, 
and the subsequent 21 studio and dozen live 
ones haven’t burned up charts either. But that 
NRBQ has lasted this long and put out so many 
recordings says something: It’s the premier 
American cult band.

Co-founder Joey Spampinato – bass 
player, songwriter, and all-round likable guy – is the subject of a 14-song tribute, 
Party For Joey, offered by musical friends to help pay for medical needs. Keith 
Richards is on it (legend has it he wanted Joey for the Stones when Bill Wyman 
quit), along with Los Lobos, Charlie Musselwhite, Benmont Tench, Peter Case, 
Bonnie Raitt, and a host of other respected musicians. It’s a project of Sweet 
Relief, which helps ailing artists with medical bills. 

Party For Joey opens with Joey’s former bandmate Big Al Anderson 
playing the first of 14 songs written by Spampinato. Anderson has been 
working in Nashville since quitting NRBQ in the ‘90s but hasn’t forgotten how 
to crank up wattage for a NRBQ raver. His take on Joey’s “You Can’t Hide” 
has a running time of only 129 seconds but it’s pure adrenaline. Same with the 
Minus 5’s “Don’t She Look Good” and Peter Case’s “Don’t Knock At My Door.”

Not quite as thunderous are “Like A Locomotive” (Keith Richards, Ben 
Harper, Benmont Tench, Charlie Musselwhite, Don Was, and Don Heffington), 
Bonnie Raitt’s “Green Lights,” and Los Lobo’s “Every Boy Every Girl.” 
Contributions from She & Him (Zooey Deschanel and M. Ward), Buddy Miller 
and Jim Lauderdale together, and Steve Forbert throttle the pace back a bit on 
their contributions. Then there is Penn and Teller’s predictably strange “Plenty 
Of Somethin’,” which I don’t need to hear again. But 13 out of 14 tracks make 
the cut, and Joey deserves a lot more good parties. 
– Bill Wasserzieher



Chris BadNews Barnes

Tom Hambridge
Produced By

BADNEWS RISING is exactly what we all need to bring us out 
of these crazy times. The deep driving rhythm combined with 
his witty, bawdy lyrics will both provoke and entertain and 
have you singing along despite your better judgment!

- AMERICAN BLUES SCENE
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